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Re uestforLimitedModularTransmitterA roval

This Bluetooth Module (Model: IAM2.1 BT PWB US2) is designed by AIIPINE ELECTRONICS, INC., and enly installed to

devices for vehicles.

This modular transmitter complies the modular transmitters basic requirements (Item 1 to 8) in FCC Part 15 Subpart C Section

15.212 and Canada RSS-Gen, Issue 2, 7.1.1 as indicated below:

                            [Medular transmitters basic requirements]
(1) Have its own RF shielding: This module has its own RF shielding. Please refer to the photo exhibit of this fi]ing.

(2) Have buffered modulation/data inputs: Dala input to this modular transmitter is controlled as not generating excessive data

   speed and abnormal moclulation,

(3) Have its own power supply regulation: This modular transmitter has own power supply regulator.

(4) Comply with the antenna and transmission system requirements ef FCCg 15.203, 15.204(b) anci 15,204(c): lkis module

   has a unique antenna coupler, U-FL. [[1iis modular transmitter will always be usecl in the configuration in which il was

   authorized.

(5) Testecl in a stand-alone configuration: Tlie modular transmitter has been performed the testing as a stand alone and then

   confirmed the compliance.

   Unless the transmitter inodule will be battery powered, it must comply with the AC line conducted requiTements found in

   FCC S 15,207 and Canada RSS-Gen, Issue 2, 7.2.2. AC or DC power lines and data inputloutput lines connected to the

   module must not contain ferrites, unless they will be marketed with the module. The length ef these lines shall be the length

   typical of actual use or, if that length is unlvaown, at Ieast 10 centimeters to insure that there is no coupling between the case

   of the medule and supperting equipmcnt. Any accessories, peripherals, or support equipment connected to the rnodule cluring

   testing shall be unmodified ancl commercially available: This moclular transmitter is only installed to devices for vehicaes;

   therefore it will never be supplied AC power and the test for FCC S 15.207 and Canada RSS-Gen, Issue 2, 7.2,2 are not

   conductecl, DC power lines and data input/otttput lines dees not contain ferrites, and the lengths of these lines are typical ef

   actual use. All peripherals used during the testing a:e unmodified and commercially available. Please fefer to the test report,

(6) Equipped with either a permanently affixed label or mttst be capable of electronically clisplaying its FCC IDAC number:

   Please refer to the label drawing exhibit,

   If the FCC IDAC number is not visible when the module is anstalled inside another device, then the outsicle of the device into

   which the module is installed must also display a label referring to the enclosed module: If the FCC IDAC number is net

   visible, FCC IDnC number will also be displayecl on the host device, Please refer to the installation manual,

(7) Comply with any specific rules or operating requirements that ordinarily apply to a comp]ete transmitter and the

   manufacturer must proyide aclequate instructiens along with the moclule to explain any such requirements: The necessary

   explanation to be complied with this requirement is contained in the manual. Please refer to the installation manual.

(8) Comply with any applicable RF exposure requirements in its final configuralion: The modular transmitter complies with

   FCC and IC radiation exposure requirement,

.e. ai,,,4.
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